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Meet Some of our Members [M-Z] 

 
https://www.majesteye.com/ 

  

MajestEYE is a Data Analytics Technology vendor with the mission of empowering its 
customers to succeed in the transition to a data driven business model.  
Founded by two Co-founders with complementary profiles, Business Transformation 
consulting and Data Science, MajestEYE crafts its vision for the value of data, its 
methodology for data analytics and its know-how into a proprietary technology that is 
generative of scalable data products for its target verticals such as 
Telecommunications, Financial Services, Utilities and Government Services.    

 
www.malyitsolutions.co.uk 

Maly IT Solutions is a software company specialising in the Process Management of 
Labelling Artwork Changes. Especially for, but not restricted to, the Pharmaceutical 
industry. In an increasingly regulated market, it is becoming more important that 
Pharmaceutical (and increasingly Food and other industries) can effectively manage 
how and when labelling changes occur. Additionally there is a need to prove that the 
process is being adhered to. Our software provides a configurable, rule based solution 
which provides both; the project management of the process, across multiple 
departments and partner firms, and provides trace-ability and transparency to help 
with compliance needs.  

 
http://marshallwolfe.co.uk/  

Marshall Wolfe provides an ‘over the horizon’ product set for attracting and retaining 
the best talent. We strongly believe in embedding fair, efficient and innovative 
solutions into an industry which has seen far too little disruption. The rapid traction 
we have already received in the market confirms our belief that the ‘War for Talent’ is 
fiercer than ever. We offer our customers competitive advantage in securing the best 
people.   

 
http://www.matrixx.com/  

MATRIXX Software is Powering the FutureTM for market-leading Digital Service 
Providers (DSPs) worldwide. 
MATRIXX Software has developed a unique real-time Digital Commerce platform, an 
alternative to traditional business support systems (BSS), which enables telecom 
service providers to profit and innovate as they transition to Digital.   
www.matrixx.com or follow us on Twitter @MATRIXX_S 

McGill Consulting 
Simon McGill has been operating since June 2009 as an independent consultant 
program manager, assisting client (mostly banks) to scope, plan and implement 
technology and operational transformation. 
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www.metrarc.com/ 

Metrarc is developing ground-breaking technology for security applications based on 

deriving encryption keys from the properties of digital systems such as computers and 

mobile phones. The widespread adoption of encryption technology is seen as 

providing a solution to digital security issues, however in practice established 

encryption systems have an inherent weakness that the keys that are used to encrypt 

and decrypt data are stored and therefore if found can be used. This places a 

vulnerability on these systems making them potentially inefficient and insecure. 

Metrarc have developed ICMetrics which takes features from a digital device, derives 

an ICMetric, uses it to encrypt data and then discards it without storing any of the 

keys or templates. To unencrypt, the reverse process is followed. The lack of 

templates and stored keys means that files may be encrypted with much greater 

security then with other security systems. However, ICMetrics is designed to be used 

alongside and harden existing security systems. Metrarc is now further developing its 

ICMetrics technology platform to address the needs of e-commerce, Internet-of-

Things (IoT) and blockchain applications. 

 

 
http://mitrai.com/ 

 

Mitra Innovation helps smart entrepreneurs, investors and enterprises to 
accelerate innovative ideas into amazing global businesses and solutions.   We do this 
through providing a range of product incubation, systems integration and digital 
transformation services. 
Expertise and execution are critical when it comes to achievement, and we’ll 
provide a unique and valuable mixture of hands-on operational 
assistance, technological support, networking and mentoring to help make you shine. 
 For Entrepreneurs and startups, we can launch new products and services onto the 
market using the proven five step ‘mitra way’. 
For public sector clients, we can provide the process improvements, and new 
technology to deliver services to Public.  We also help Enterprise clients 
transform and optimise the way their organisation runs with new technology 
solutions and digital transformation.   We will make your ideas happen. 

 
https://moravecediting.com/  

Moravec Science Editing provides substantial editing, proofreading, formatting, and 
pre-submission advice for research reports, white papers, and peer-review journal 
and conference papers.  Topics include computer science and information technology, 
electrical and electronics engineering, and some physics. In particular, artificial 
intelligence, including deep learning, natural language processing, and computer 
vision, are topics of expertise. 

 

 
https://muhdo.com/ 

 

Muhdo is a next generation health, fitness and well-being ecosystem. Muhdo 
technology combines DNA, fitness and environmental data, for an all round health 
analysis. The system provides individuals with the missing information and tools they 
require to start improving health and seeing results -- and it’s all delivered on a 
unique, trailblazing technology platform. 

 
https://www.mvine.com/ 

Mvine Limited is a British deep tech company delivering next generation platforms 

that power the digital economy. It is perhaps best known for its work in providing 

cyber-secure collaboration portals, in use in the financial services sector as virtual deal 

rooms and in other industries as procurement portals and as diversity/equality 

portals. The company has also pursued identity management and its technology is use 

in the telecoms sector for federated authentication and in other industries for single 

sign on identity, authentication and authorisation. Learn more about the company 

online at mvine.com 
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https://www.netscout.com/ 
 

NETSCOUT is a market leader in providing end-to-end service assurance, business 
analytics and network security solutions. With experience in the world’s largest and 
most demanding service provider networks and through continuous advancement in 
innovation, NETSCOUT watches over all systems, services, subscribers, and 
vulnerabilities today and into the future with virtualization, 5G and the Internet of 
Things. NETSCOUT delivers real-time, traffic-based intelligence that enables 
customers to provide a flawless user experience by achieving extraordinary service 
quality and operational excellence, giving Service Providers the confidence to 
innovate in the connected world ready. With NETSCOUT Go Anywhere, Go Smart, Go 
Secure. 

 
 

http://www.nevion.com/  

Moving beyond video transport to fully managed and controlled video services, 
Nevion manufactures award-winning systems for broadcasters, service providers and 
government agencies worldwide. Nevion provides best-in-class solutions for 
professional video services from contribution through primary distribution. Highly 
modular solutions encompass IP and optical transport, state-of-the-art compression 
and routing for any video format over any network infrastructure—within buildings or 
across continents. 

 
https://networks.nokia.com 

  

As the world’s specialist in mobile broadband, we’ll help you enable your end users to 
do more than ever before with the world’s most efficient mobile networks, the 
intelligence to maximize their value and the services to make it all work together 
 

 

http://www.ofsoptics.com/ 

In today's environment, it is critical that your organization has cost-effective 
communication solutions that meet the highest standard of reliability. That is whe re 
OFS excels - providing cutting-edge fiber optic technologies at the best value. 
Our mission is to provide leading optical innovations by designing, manufacturing and 
supplying the best optical fibers, fiber cable and components for our customers' 
optical infrastructure, with exceptional service, creating value for our shareholders, 
customers and employees 

 
 

http://openlightcomm.com/ 
 

OpenLightComm (OLC) was founded in 2016. It is a research spin-off SME that 
operates in the converged landscape of Telecommunications and IT. OLC's has an 
extensive experience in directing and/or conducting R&D which was acquired from 
their participation in a larger number of EU-funded and national projects. Currently 
OLC is involved to the H2020 METRO-HAUL project and to the Innovate-UK funded 
AirQKD project, both led by BT. OLC's technical focus includes 5G multi-layer 
architecture and performance, SDN-networking, physical layer effects and 
performance of optical networks and Quantum networks (QKD). 

 

 
www.optalysys.com 

Optalysys develops Optical AI Processors to accelerate high resolution image analysis 
at incredibly fast speed and low power.  Our first systems produced by our in-house 
team already outpace large Nvidia GPUs by an order of magnitude, yet consume only 
a quarter of the power. Our next in-house iteration will produce a processor two 
orders of magnitude higher. Yet this is only the beginning. Our optical processors will 
provide unseen levels of processing capability embedded into edge devices and 
mobile platforms which will revolutionise our daily lives.  

 
https://www.ori.co/  

 

Ori Industries is building an intelligent edge cloud to power a future that is smart, 
autonomous and immersive. We empower network operators and infrastructure 
owners to unlock new revenue streams and leverage their investments in 
infrastructure 
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www.oxems.com 

 

OXEMS, has developed a revolutionary underground asset management system to 
help utilities locate, identify and manage their buried assets including modern plastic 
assets which are notoriously difficult to find once buried. 
The OXEMS System is made up of three parts; tags attached to key points on the 
assets, a detector deploying advanced RF technology integrated with the latest GPS 
and 3G communications capabilities, and an intelligent database designed to link 
seamlessly with utilities existing systems. 

 

Phoelex Ltd has developed disruptive intellectual property that can lead to dramatic 
enhancement of energy efficiency and cost reduction in high speed optical 
transceivers. The applications of the technology cover vast range of domains, with 
specific emphasis on data centres.  For more information email Dr. Amir 
Nejadmalayeri amir@phoelex.com 

Point 2 

Technologies 

 

Point 2 Technologies have identified a cross sector opportunity to build on the skills 
and knowledge they have built up to move forward the need for quality information 
regarding localisation, orientation and communication within different and 
sometimes challenging environments. The team have already developed a Proof of 
Concept solution and will now work with the IM support team to move forward their 
exciting plans for the next stage of the company.  

 
https://prettytechnical.io/ 

 

Pretty Technical: Pretty Technical, Headquartered in the UK with a branch in The 
Netherlands, specialise in designing, developing and operating enterprise level 
software and products for the gaming and finance sectors. The business also provide 
technical consultancy and compliance-specific products for certain regulated markets. 
 

 
 

https://www.prysmiangroup.co
m/en  

 

A leading player in the industry of high-technology cables and systems for energy and 
telecommunications, Prysmian Group is a truly global company, spanning 50 
countries, 82 plants, 17 research and development centers, and with about 21,000 
employees. With its strong position in the market segments characterised by the 
highest added value, the Group is active in the development, design, manufacturing, 
supply and installation of a wide range of cables for the most diverse applications in 
the energy and telecommunication sectors. Specialising in the delivery of products 
and services designed to specific customer requirements, the key strengths that are 
the hallmark of Prysmian Group include: close focus on Research & Development, the 
capacity to be innovative with both products and production processes and the use of 
advanced proprietary technologies 

 
 

https://www.quatreus.com/ 
 

We design and develop engaging and memorable live experiences that add value to 
brands - and create innovative & affordable ways for our clients to communicate 
more effectively with their staff, their stakeholders and their customers. Our work 
includes events & conferences, live event production, exhibitions & trade-shows, 
engagement & relationship programmes, content development and customer 
experience centres – and we also offer a managed event support and logistics 
service… and we care about our environment too with quantitative targets for 
minimising impact and improving sustainability. 
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www.radiandesign.co.uk 

 
 
 

Radian Design is an industrial design and product development consultancy.  Together 
with our clients, we develop new products and technologies from concept, through 
design and development to manufacture. Our clients benefit from the specialist 
knowledge and experience we have built up over years of designing manufactured 
goods from medical to biotech, consumer to commercial products. We understand 
the value that good industrial design can add to a product. Our view of the product 
design and development process is that it is best approached in a multi-disciplinary 
way. We like to work closely with our clients, associates and manufacturing partners 
to design a product as a whole. Our involvement in the design process can span 
feasibility studies to concept design, industrial design and engineering development 
including prototyping, intellectual property and design for manufacture. 

 
https://rainbird.ai/  

Rainbird is an intelligent automation platform that lets you automate complex 
decision-making, at scale. Rainbird’s automated decisions are typically 100x faster and 
25% more accurate, while being fully explainable.  The Rainbird platform has two 
main parts: the studio (a no-code visual editor for modelling the decision-making 
processes of experts) and the inference engine (which uses the models created in the 
studio to automate decision making, at scale) 

 

 
http://www.randomcolouranimal.

com/ 

 

Random Colour Animal is a creative agency, specialising in brand marketing and 

communications. We create, grow and evolve brands to build strong lasting 

relationships with people across all touchpoints in the customer journey.   

 

 
  

Reality Zero One (R01) was formed in 2017 and gained its first pre-seed funding later 
that year. We are a core team of three people with a London based studio for 
development and offering 3D scan services, and an extended remote network of 
supporting hardware and software engineers. We are currently focussing on product 
development (pre-revenue) with product release expected later this year and are 
looking to proceed towards further fundraising around Q3-4 2019. Our product (once 
complete) is a solution to simplify and automate the capture of real-world objects and 
conversion to digital 3D assets and experiences. Target user sectors include digital 
production creatives (TV & film), games developers, arts & heritage, education, 
‘makers’ (physical & digital), digital product promotion and marketing.  Some 
examples of our results here: https://sketchfab.com/reality-zero-one    
https://www.facebook.com/RealityZeroOne/  Other enterprise level 3D capture 
solutions tend to be high cost and/or require advanced skills to use. We produce 
’studio quality’ results at low cost and with high levels of user automation. These 
benefits streamline user workflow, reducing cost and expanding access to new user 
sectors without large budgets and high levels of expertise.  

 
https://www.rokker.co.uk/ 

We are a design-led Business and Management Consultancy. We make current your 

propositions and services better for your customers while also creating new 

propositions and services for a more sustainable and exciting future.  

 

 
 http://www.rsmuk.com/ 

 

Employer Services is the outsourcing arm of RSM, a leading UK and international 
provider of accountancy and business advisory services. Employer Services is a 
technology based business and provides a range of outsourced accounting, payroll, 
billing and time recording and corporate secretariat services for organisations.  
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http://www.rushmeretechnolo

gy.com/  

Rushmere Technology is a leading developer of photonic communication solutions for 
optical access (fibre-to-the-home FTTH) and 5G fronthaul networks. Our novel, low 
cost, high-speed, dense wavelength division multiplexed (DWDM) products make 
fibre networks affordable for next generation broadband and 5G mobile. We work 
with international customers and partners to create products that bring innovative 
solutions to market 

 
www.salesforce.com 

Salesforce is the #1 CRM, bringing companies and customers together in the digital 

age. Founded in 1999, Salesforce enables companies of every size and industry to take 

advantage of powerful technologies—cloud, mobile, social, voice, and artificial 

intelligence—to connect to their customers in a whole new way. The Salesforce 

Customer 360 is an integrated CRM platform, powered by AI, that unites marketing, 

sales, commerce, IT and analytics departments. It gives these teams a single, shared 

view of their customers so they can work together to build lasting, trusted 

relationships and deliver the personalized experiences their customers expect. 

Salesforce is committed to a set of core values--trust, customer success, innovation, 

and equality of every human being. Salesforce is one of the leaders on Fortune’s 

Change the World list, and has been one of Fortune’s 100 Best Companies to Work 

For, for twelve years in a row.  Salesforce is headquartered in San Francisco with over 

50,000 employees globally, is currently #190 out of the Fortune 500 (2020), and is 

publicly listed on the New York Stock Exchange as CRM (2004). 

 

 
https://www.seven-

resourcing.com/ 

Seven Resourcing is a specialist recruitment company established in 2011. Placing 
candidates in the fields of Social Care, Life Sciences, Healthcare, Dentistry, Criminal 
Justice, Nursing, Animal Health, and many more, we know exactly what qualifications 
and experience our candidates need to be able to hit the ground running in their new 
role. 

 
 www.sightcall.com 

 

SightCall is the global leader in AR-powered video support for enterprises. SightCall 
enables companies to see and diagnose issues remotely, reducing truck rolls, 
increasing first time fix and decreasing down time. Our technology empowers 
organizations to guide their customers and technicians to problem resolution with 
remote visual assistance. For over 10 years, SightCall has helped companies achieve 
digital video transformation in: Insurance & Financial Services, Manufacturing, 
Aerospace, Home Automation, IoT & Telecom, Energies & Utilities and Public Sector 
industries. SightCall is headquartered in San Francisco with offices in Paris, NYC, 
London, Frankfurt and Singapore. Our partners include Salesforce, ServiceMax by GE 
Digital, Accenture and more. For more information, visit www.sightcall.com and 
follow us online @sightcall. 

 
https://silverback-
consultants.com/ 

Silverback Consultants Ltd bring over 30 years’ experience of matching global 
innovations with corporate business opportunities and needs.  
For the Corporate, we understand and translate their core business drivers to find and 
bring innovation and start-ups to them, which can accelerate them towards their 
business goals. 
For the Start-up, we are able to understand their offering, translate it into corporate 
language and take them into key businesses. In this way, we help them to fast-track 
the validation of their offering and generate qualified opportunities to accelerate the 
success of their venture. 
This makes Silverback Consultants particularly attractive to non-UK start-ups, as we 
can be local UK representation, providing maximum exposure to UK corporates, all at 
minimal cost and minimal risk. At the same time, we satisfy a gap until a business is 
successful enough to justify a fulltime UK team. 
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Sketchbook Games is a video game development studio currently working on story 
focused platformer, Lost Words (formerly The Last Word). The company was founded 
by game designer Mark Backler who has worked in the games industry for 10 years at 
companies like Electronic Arts, Sony and Lionhead Studios on games including Harry 
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix and  Fable 2. 

 
https://www.skull-

mountain.com/ 

We are specialists across the full digital product function (Product Management, 

Product Leadership, Product Ownership and Project Management). We provide in-

house and external consulting services, training and people. 

 

 
http://www.smartne.com/SNE/ 

 

Smart Networked Environments provides location-based information systems for 
university campuses, large institutions, city centres and counties. The systems are 
built on SmartNE’s own WAI2Go software platform and range from bespoke 
interactive indoor/outdoor maps with positioning and navigation to the integration 
and visualisation of large and diverse external datasets.The maps are smart and highly 
scalable and allow users to take a bird’s-eye view or seamlessly zoom right into a 
building to view a room layout. Inbuilt step-by- step wayfinding caters for both 
pedestrians and impaired-mobility users and extends to multi-mode transport 
options. Authorised users have a dashboard to modify routes manually and can 
programme paths or entrances to prevent their use at certain times.   The WAI2Go 
platform interfaces to external systems, databases and information sources and 
dynamically associates data with mapped locations making the maps highly suited to 
town guides, site services and IoT applications. It is unique in its ability to consolidate 
complex geographic information with location-based information/services across the 
widest range of user end-devices. 

 
https://smartisant.com 

 

Smartisant’s is delivering intelligent assisted living for all.  Our focus is on contextual 
smart homes but our innovation is equally suited to other smart buildings and smart 
spaces.  The company is based on many years of innovative research and has a 
number of products in development.  The company provides consultancy on smart 
homes, buildings and other spaces. Smartisant’s primary differentiator is our focus on 
improving quality of life, whilst protecting privacy.  We embrace a holistic approach to 
the smart home that enables shared context across services, to deliver a simpler, 
more intuitive and seamless user experience.  We utilise open-source hardware and 
integrate best-of-breed technology from 3rd parties, to enable commercial grade, 
intelligent smart spaces in a cost-effective manner. 

 
http://soundextensions.com 

 

Sound Extensions was founded in Suffolk, UK, in 2019 to enhance the audio 
experience of recorded media, ultimately by making the impossible and inaccessible 
available to sports and documentary production. Technology and art working 
together to deliver an immersive audio experience. Over the coming year, the aim is  
to build a small number of innovative demonstrators that will show what can now be 
achieved when you combine sophisticated software and high-speed networking with 
a lot of ingenuity. You will hear more from Sound Extensions!  

  

 
http://www.spirent.com 

 

Spirent Communications (LSE: SPT) is a global leader with deep expertise and decades 
of experience in testing, assurance, analytics and security, serving developers, service 
providers, and enterprise networks. We help bring clarity to increasingly complex 
technological and business challenges. Spirent’s customers have made a promise 
to their customers to deliver superior performance. Spirent assures that those 
promises are fulfilled. 
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https://www.sterlitetech.com/
portfolio/telecom-productsvic  

 

STL is is an industry-leading integrator of digital networks. Our fully 5G ready digital 
network solutions help telcos, cloud companies, citizen networks, and large 
enterprises deliver enhanced experiences to their customers. STL provides integrated 
5G ready end-to-end solutions ranging from wired to wireless, design to deployment, 
and connectivity to compute. Our core capabilities lie in Optical Interconnect, 
Virtualised Access Solutions, Network Software, and System Integration. We believe in 
harnessing technology to create a world with next-generation connected experiences 
that transform everyday living. With a global patent portfolio of 569 to our credit, we 
conduct fundamental research in next-generation network applications at our Centre 
of Excellence. STL has a strong global presence with next-gen optical preform, fibre, 
cable, and interconnect subsystem manufacturing facilities in India, Italy, China, and 
Brazil, along with two software development centres across India and a data centre 
design facility in the UK. 

 

 
www.stratissecurity.com 

 
 

Gain complete peace of mind over your home and business with unique patented 
technology from Stratis security.  We know the devastating impacts of Crime on 
homes and businesses. Working with the most innovative product developers 
globally, Stratis delivers a suite of leading-edge security technologies to meet the 
exacting needs of our clients.  Whether you’re a homeowner, tenant or landlord, you 
want the same thing; visibility.  Our solutions give you the intelligence you need to see 
exactly what threats you are facing and the measures to eliminate them completely.   
Whether providing-end-to-end security solutions across an entire site or smaller 
installations at a single residency, we do this at a price that’s affordable and in a 
professional and discrete manner. 

 
http://www.subexworld.com/  

Subex Limited is a leading global provider of Business Support Systems (BSS) that 
empowers communications service providers (CSPs) to achieve competitive advantage 
through Business Optimisation - thereby enabling them to improve their operational 
efficiency to deliver enhanced service experiences to subscribers. Subex's  customers 
include 28 of top 50 operators and 33 of the world’s 50 biggest telecommunications 
service providers worldwide. The company has more than 300 installations across 70 
countries. 

 
http://www.t8lk.co.uk/  

T8LK is a fully focused reseller channel for Hosted phones, Lines & Calls and 
Broadband. T8LK has “one simple platform” for ordering and processing any of our 
services and is a fully white labelled system offering all its resellers their own telecoms 
company through  its one simple platform portal.We offer fully white labelled 

• Hosted phones (pbx) 
• Analogue lines 

• ISDN lines 

• Broadband 
• Leased lines 

• 4G broadband 

• Satellite broadband 
• End user billing 

• Customer support 
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http://www.tcs.com/ 

Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions 
organization that has been partnering with many of the world’s largest businesses in 
their transformation journeys for over 50 years. TCS offers a consulting-led, cognitive 
powered, integrated portfolio of business, technology and engineering services and 
solutions. This is delivered through its unique Location Independent AgileTM delivery 
model, recognized as a benchmark of excellence in software development.  

A part of the Tata group, India's largest multinational business group, TCS has over 
453,000 of the world’s best-trained consultants in 46 countries. The company 
generated consolidated revenues of US $22 billion in the fiscal year ended March 31, 
2020, and is listed on the BSE (formerly Bombay Stock Exchange) and the NSE 
(National Stock Exchange) in India. TCS' proactive stance on climate change and 
award-winning work with communities across the world have earned it a place in 
leading sustainability indices such as the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), MSCI 
Global Sustainability Index and the FTSE4Good Emerging Index. For more information, 
visit us at http://www.tcs.com/ 

 

 
www.techmahindra.com 

Tech Mahindra represents the connected world, offering innovative and customer-
centric information technology services and solutions, enabling Enterprises, 
Associates and the Society to Rise™. We are a USD 4.0 billion company with 105,400+ 
professionals across 90 countries, helping over 800 global customers including 
Fortune 500 companies. Our innovation platforms and reusable assets connect across 
a number of technologies to deliver tangible business value to our stakeholders. Tech 
Mahindra is also amongst the Fab 50 companies in Asia as per the Forbes 2015 List.  

 
https://tethereddronesystems.

co.uk/   

Providing indefinite and autonomous flight with multifunctional capability designed to 
deliver operational solutions.  
Tethered Drones will become the commercial solution for communication, 
broadcasting, incident and agriculture management, inspection maintenance and high 
risk repetitive tasks both on and off shore.  With no UK manufactured solution and 
limited global competition TDS is building an innovative platform to win a significant 
share of this lucrative market. 

 
https://www.tethir.co.uk/  

Tethir is commercialising a breakthrough in wireless laser-based 
optical communication technology, known as Free Space Optics (FSO).  FSO products 
are typically sold into the military and markets such as inter-satellite communications 
but have been held back from more mainstream markets by impracticalities, including 
the size of the transceivers and the necessity to use tracking motors to maintain link 
alignment.  Tethir has made a fundamental breakthrough in FSO technology that 
removes these impracticalities.  The breakthrough can be applied in a number of 
ways, with the following elements traded off against each other: Bandwidth, power, 
link length, beam width, cost, size.  The initial focus is on developing small, low cost 
transceivers that transmit through windows, enabling network operators to connect 
new fixed wireless access customers quickly and without the need for tradesmen 

 
http://tm-services.co.uk/ 

We are an innovative company with experience and talent in the Event Staging, 
conference and installation arena. Operating from our facility in Suffolk, we bring 
together professional equipment and uncompromising personnel to help stage 
seamless and compelling events 
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http://tm-services.co.uk/


 
https://www.torryharris.com/ 

 

The integration experts. 
Torry Harris Integration Solutions (THIS) enables meaningful digital ecosystems 
through adoption and use of API driven digital opportunities. The company is a 
trusted advisor to enterprises worldwide, helping them extend the power of digital 
access through integration. As a recognized leader in API Strategy and delivery, we 
bring over two decades of focused expertise in delivering business-outcome based IT 
solutions to accelerate enterprise digital transformation initiatives, API Management, 
Digital Ecosystem Enablement and Digital Marketplace strategies.  
As part of digital enablement, we provide coaching and digital upskilling services to 
equip individuals and teams to execute with confidence, use relevant digital tools and 
skills to meet enterprise digital objectives. We are headquartered in New Jersey, USA 
with offices in UK, Ireland, France, Germany, UAE and India. 
We are middleware born and bred. This focus, in the days of large, rigid broad-
spectrum generalist service providers is refreshing and necessary. This focus has also 
helped draw and retain the best talent from around the world, earning us the title of a 
“techie heaven”! 

 
 www.threecell.co.uk 

3Cell has more than ten years of experience in the telco industry in multiple countries, 
with a range of technologies and vendors for network planning and optimisation 
consultancy focused on LTE and 5G. We are developing a unique big data platform to 
support companies to achieve scalable and future-proof digitisation by utilising AI/ML 
technologies. 3Cell is working on 5G solutions with academic support from within and 
outside of the UK. We aim to enable the demonstration, test, and evaluation of  new 
5G-technologies for fixed and mobile connectivity in remote rural areas. Our latest 
solution uses drones to capture detailed geolocation data and images of a 
telecommunication tower and surrounding areas from selected altitude and points to 
create a 3D model. The resulting survey report provides detailed insights into the 
current parameters and 5G performance which can then be checked and optimised, 
removing the need for expensive and time-consuming inspections by engineers on-
site and eventually excessive drive testing.   
 

 
http://www.trustedrenewables

.com/home.html  

Our company was founded in 2008 by a team of telecoms, computing 
and IT security specialists with a world-class track record of 
innovation. 

Our mission is to provide focussed thought leadership to exploit ICT 
for Renewable Energy, Carbon Reduction and Smart-Metering 
projects. 
We are developing a secure, trusted architecture based upon best 
practice for e-commerce, applicable to the renewable energy and 
carbon reduction fields  

 

 

 
www.unscrambled.co.uk 

We offer a number of services including full campaign audits for companies currently 
running their own paid search campaigns through to in-house training, consultancy 
and the day-to-day running of PPC and paid social media campaigns on behalf of 
clients. Our client list covers a variety of sectors including holiday and tour operators, 
travel services, retailers, education and b2b companies. The team at Unscrambled are 
all Google AdWords certified and we are a Google Agency Partner. We manage and 
consult on campaigns across a variety of media platforms which include Google paid 
search, Google Shopping, Google Display and Re-Marketing, Bing/Yahoo, Facebook 
and LinkedIn.  
 

https://www.torryharris.com/
http://www.threecell.co.uk/
http://www.trustedrenewables.com/home.html
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https://www.urban-scan.com/  

UrbanScan is an Israeli 5G IoT company developing a new class of outdoor monitoring 
platform that yields comprehensive real-time information about vehicles, pedestrians, 
and other entities in urban settings, industrial sites, business parks, and beyond.  
The system's costs per unit area monitored are significantly lower than those of the 
current alternatives (e.g., CCTV). This makes full (100%) coverage of wide outdoor 
areas feasible for the first time. Furthermore, it can produce very accurate high 
resolution information in all lighting and weather conditions. The comprehensive 
coverage and high availability enables sophisticated automated scene analysis and 
rapid response to changing situations. UrbanScan's technology utilizes an array of 
sensors that receive signals emitted by cellular networks that have been reflected by 
objects in the surrounding area.  Our main applications are site security, public safety, 
border surveillance, drone detection, and smart city applications such as smart 
parking and traffic flow monitoring. 

 
www.trustvesta.com 

Vesta is a leading fintech company and the forerunner in guaranteed e -commerce 
payment solutions. Founded in 1995, Vesta pioneered the process of fully guaranteed 
card-not-present (CNP) payment transactions for the telecommunications industry. 
Since then, we have expanded our data science and machine learning capabilities 
across the globe and solidified our position as the leader in the e-commerce 
guaranteed payment space while launching a range of new complimentary products & 
services that support full digital E2E account onboarding, verification & protection 
with our Account Protect offering. Today, Vesta guarantees more than $18B in 
transactions annually. Quite simply, our scalable solutions enable  merchants to 
eliminate fraud and substantially grow revenue by delivering secure, frictionless 
transactions that maximize acceptance and improve the customer experience, all 
backed by a zero-fraud-liability guarantee. 

 
http://www.viavisolutions.com

/en  

Viavi offers fully integrated and interoperable solutions for network testing, 
performance optimization, and service assurance. Designed to support the most 
complex IT and communications networks, our solutions deliver unparalleled visibility 
across the entire network and service ecosystem at all stages of the lifecycle. We 
provide the real-time intelligence and actionable insight our customers need to 
consistently attain optimum performance and QoE from end-to-end. 

https://www.urban-scan.com/
http://www.trustvesta.com/
http://www.viavisolutions.com/en
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www.vilicom.com 

At Vilicom we harness wireless technology, data and intelligent analytics across a 
diverse range of industries to deliver unprecedented productivity and efficiencies.  
We’re at the forefront of innovation in smart wireless solutions, designing, installing 
and managing the networks that empower people across the world with the freedom 
to communicate and work from anywhere.  Our capabilities and services have global 
reach, with our projects spanning over 20 countries and four continents, partnering 
with some of the biggest companies in the world to help them realise their greatest 
ambitions.  As critical as the design of a wireless communication solution is its 
integration. At Vilicom, we specialise in implementing systems into innumerable and 
varied environments from corporate headquarters to stadiums and arenas. No matter 
how complex the project, our engineers have the expertise to deliver seamless 
communications that deliver for our clients and in turn their customers.  Vilicom’s 
professional range of services are unsurpassed, delivering on time and within budget, 
using only highly technically qualified engineers are paramount to our continued 
success.  
Special Coverage Solutions & Small Cells:  Our network solutions span the globe, and 
are integrated into every aspect of life from transport infrastructure, Airports, 
Stadiums, Shopping Malls, High footfall areas to complex manufacturing. 
Design and Optimisation: We specialise in the design and optimisation of wireless 
systems. No matter how complex your project, or its implementation, our engineering 
expertise is adept at developing innovation solutions. 
Project Management: Every project is unique, with specific demands requiring a 
specific approach. No matter what the nature of your project, our stringent project 
management process ensures you’ll meet your objectives. 
Strategic Consulting: Across a spectrum of industries, we provide our clients with 
strategic advice that empowers their business and enhances their reputation. Our 
experience is unrivalled and extends across diverse areas of expertise. 
Testing & Benchmarking:  
An effective solution is such because efficient testing and benchmarking supports it. 
Our approach is based on the belief that if there is scope to enhance any aspect of 
your wireless communication - we’ll find it. 

 
https://www.virtusa.com/  

Virtusa Corporation is a $1.3B publicly traded (Nasdaq: VRTU) company 
headquartered in Southborough, MA. Virtusa is a recognized global leader in digital 
engineering and cloud transformation services, delivering vertically tailored solutions 
for communications, media, banking & financial services, healthcare, life sciences, 
insurance, hi-tech and manufacturing industries. 
  
Using a combination of digital strategy, digital engineering, business implementation, 
and IT platform modernization services, Virtusa helps clients execute successful end-
to-end digital business transformation initiatives. Founded in 1996 and headquartered 
in Massachusetts, Virtusa has operations in North America, Europe, and Asia.  

 
https://vrtuoso.io/  

 

VRtuoso is the first ever Enterprise product to enable anyone in-house to quickly and 
easily create VR & AR trainings, presentations, and any immersive experiences. During 
any meeting or training you can moderate and control what the audience views on 
their VR headsets in real-time! 

VRtuoso has been deployed by Fortune 500 companies in USA and Europe. VRtuoso 
democratises VR across any organisation and institution, so anyone - no matter 
his/her geography, age, education - will be able to create and use VR to deliver 
amazing trainings and revolutionise any existing experiences. VRtuoso is the 
PowerPoint for VR and much more! The true turnkey VR learning product for anyone.  

http://www.vilicom.com/
https://www.virtusa.com/
https://vrtuoso.io/


 

 https://vyntelligence.com 

 

 

Vyntelligence* (Vyn) is a pioneering mobile-first enterprise-grade short video AI and 
Analytics platform. By enabling field-based workforce and customers to capture short 
guided videos from their smartphone in the form of a “self -audit”, Vyn saves costs, 
improves first-time right metrics and delivers a better customer experience. The 
platform uses machine learning & AI to automatically label, tag and categorise the 
video data stream to make it searchable and actionable. Further, Vyn can confidently 
predict ‘next-actions’, enabling business leaders to make faster decisions. 
Headquartered in London, UK, the Vyn SmartVideoNotes technology has been 
deployed by leading businesses in the utility, energy, telecoms and manufacturing 
industries. Vyn has been granted US patents for Smart Data Capture, Ranking and 
Delivery of Insights. 

*Vyn and Vyntelligence are registered trademarks of humanLearning Ltd. The 
company is headquartered in London, UK. https://vyntelligence.com. 

 

 

https://www.walkme.com/ 

 

 

WalkMe empowers business leaders to realize the promise of their people and their 
technology investments - the organization’s two most valuable assets. WalkMe Digital 
Adoption Platform (DAP) adapts software to meet the needs of your employees and 
customers. Our patented technology places an invisible overlay on top of all your 
applications allowing you to gain insights into user behaviour and create in-
application experiences that empower your users to be more productive and efficient. 
  
Since 2016, British Telecom, one of the largest telecommunication companies in the 
world, has been a WalkMe customer. They use the technology solution across three 
main business applications helping all their Salesforce to navigate through the 
complex processes of placing a customer order and also finance users adopt new SAP 
based applications. It makes the whole flow easy and intuitive, reducing fall outs and 
creating data accuracy. 
  
Founded in 2011, and catering over 2,000 companies globally across all industries, 
including 30% of the Fortune 500, WalkMe has offices in San Francisco, New York, 
Raleigh, London, Paris, Berlin, Tel Aviv, Singapore, Sydney and Tokyo.  

 
www.wheatleysolutions.co.uk 

 

Since 1991 Wheatley have been experts and innovators in delivering software 
solutions to the UK’s electricity, gas and latterly water markets. These include physical 
asset management, workforce management and meter operations support. These 
solutions enable both established operators and new entrants to succeed in the UK’s 
competitive utility market. 

 

http://www.williams-

schone.com 

 

William Schone are a global boutique human capital firm specialising in senior level 
executive search, leadership development and advisory. From early stage startups to 
major international corporates, we partner with our clients, helping them build teams 
and develop future business leaders that ensure their organisations succeed. With offices 
in Martlesham, London and San Francisco, we are able to recruit and retain the 
best executive talent, with the ability to deliver results. 

 
http://www.zoarobotics.com/ 

 

ZOA Robotics is pioneering the development of a low-cost robotics platform, enabling 
the automation of power, telecoms & industrial plant inspections, using highly mobile 
four-legged robots.Inspections are labour intensive but difficult to automate, as sites 
require a high degree of mobility to tackle uneven ground and stairs. ZOA is building a 
turn-key Robot-as-a-Service (RaaS) solution for Plant and Maintenance Managers, 
delivering inspection reports and trend analysis to support Operation & Maintenance 
decision making. 
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http://innovationmartlesham.com 

 
http://www.zogenergy.com/  

Zog Energy is a domestic energy supply company started by two double Queen’s 
Award winning entrepreneurs.  Zog's founders wanted to find the best energy 
solution for their own families and realised how difficult it is to work out the best rate 
amongst the big six providers. This made them think what they would do if they ran 
their own energy company. This is why Zog offers a transparent tariff which is easy to 
understand and which they hope will appeal to domestic consumers. 
The sole purpose of Zog is to provide its customers with the best possible value 
energy. To achieve this the company keeps its running costs as low as possible. Using 
their specialist knowledge of the software industry the founders have invested in the 
best value technology available to keep costs down. They use cloud computing and 
efficient customer service management systems. Having low overheads and nobody 
else to answer to, they can create great deals for their customers. Zog is starting with 
gas because this is normally the highest proportion of domestic customers' annual 
fuel bill. The majority of customers in the UK are still stuck on old tariffs which do 
not give them the lowest price. Zog aims to help people save money by offering the 
most competitive prices possible and making it easy with a quick and simple 
switchover process. 

http://innovationmartlesham.com/
http://www.zogenergy.com/

